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“When the spent tuber, the yowana, sends its shoots underground, as we would put it, it is 
not a yowana with shoots, but a silisata. When new tubers have formed on these shoots, it 
is not a silisata but a gadena. An object cannot change an attribute and retain its 
identity.…As being is identical with the object, there is no word for to be; as being is 
changeless, there is no word meaning to become. Becoming involves temporality, but 
Trobriand being has no reference to time.… 

“Whenever I make an assertion, I have to give it temporal limits, in reference to 
past, present, or future, or at any rate I have to imply temporality. Trobriand verbs are 
timeless, making no temporal distinctions. A Trobriander can, if he chooses, refer to an 
act as completed, but that, it seems to me, is an aspect of the act, not a temporal 
reference. History and mythical reality are not ‘the past’ to the Trobriander. They are 
forever present, participating in all current being, giving meaning to all his activities and 
all existence. A Trobriander will speak of the garden which his mother’s brother planted, 
or the one which the mythical Tudava planted, in exactly the same terms with which he 
will refer to the garden which he himself is planting now; and it will give him satisfaction 
to do so.” (pp. 90-91) 

 
 
 

“Events and objects are self-contained points…there is a series of beings, but no 
becoming. There is no temporal connection between objects.…Neither is there a temporal 
connection made – or according to our own premises, perceived – between events; in 
fact, temporality is meaningless. There are no tenses, no linguistic distinction between 
past or present. There is no arrangement of activities into means and ends, no causal or 
teleologic relationships.” (p. 109) 

 
 
 

“But the Trobrianders do not describe their activity lineally; they do no dynamic relating 
of acts; they do not use even so innocuous a connective as and. Here is part of a 
description of the planting of coconut: ‘Thou-approach-there coconut thou-bring-here-
we-plant-coconut thou-go thou-plant our coconut. This-here it-emerge sprout. We-push-
away this we-push-away this-other coconut-husk-fiber together sprout it-sit together 
root.’ We who are accustomed to seek lineal continuity, cannot help supplying it as we 
read this; but the continuity is not given in the Trobriand text; and all Trobriand speech, 
according to Malinowski, is ‘jerky,’ given in points, not in connecting lines.” (p. 112) 

 
 

 
“There is no boundary between Trobriand existence and the present; he can indicate that 
an action is completed, but this does not mean that the action is past; it may be completed 
and present or timeless. Where we would say ‘Many years ago’ and use the past tense, 
the Trobriander will say, ‘In my father’s childhood’ and use non-temporal verbs; he 
places the event situationally, not temporally. Past, present, and future are presented 
linguistically as the same, are present in his existence, and sameness with what we call 
the past and with myth, represents value to the Trobriander.” (p. 117) 


